
MGT 677: Lead, Motivate, Empower Others 

Fundamentals of collaborative work as they occur in traditional, hierarchical and empowered 
workplaces. More than ever before, contemporary workscapes require joint effort whether 
between multiple individuals, groups, organizations or nations. The course reviews selected 
theories of leadership, motivation, empowerment, communication and learning. Further, the 
course explores their application to today's workplace and considers differences in these 
actions upward, downward and laterally. The course provides a highly interactive setting in 
which participants can assess and develop interpersonal skills necessary to influence others. 

This class meets asynchronously online for 5 weeks.  It’s intense so it’s important to stay 
focused, well organized and up to date.  

Instructor:  Dr Vincent Maher 

Office hours are via Email. I’m really good about answering emails.  You can get me at 
vmaher@umassd.edu 

Course texts: 

HBR  10 Must Reads for Healthcare Leaders  

HBR 10 Must Reads on Leadership Volume 2 

These are inexpensive books.  They are available as hard copy paperbacks and as e books from 
your vendor of choice.  

Your reading is guided by the DB topics.  I don’t assign reading per se.  Why?  You’re graduate 
students and should be capable of identifying your needs and  doing so yourselves by now.  

I also post interesting articles as they arise for your reading edification.  No need to write about 
them BUT do read them. 

 

Discussion Boards 

This course meets for 5 weeks.  There are 2 DB postings per week: Tuesday and Friday by 6 pm   
Each DB is 10 points.   

DBs must be on time.  There is NO credit for a late post. 

You may work ahead should you desire.  You can’t catch up. 

To make the course as best as it can be means you competently respond to your classmates’ 
posts.  Not all but some.  

I don’t count responses to your colleagues.  Why?  You’re adults and this is about your learning 
experience.  You get out of it what you put into it.   

You need to consider the DB postings as mini papers.  That means they are scholarly AND they 
should contain references in APA or MLA format.  Yes, that means you need to do some 
research in addition to the articles you’re reading in the HBR monographs.  



The DB posts go INTO the body of the thread.  DO NOT post to the thread with an attachment.  
If you do so it will be treated as if you did not post.  Why?  Because I said so.  Simple.  

 

So let’s have fun.  These are your topics. 

 

DB 1   Can a good leader be an efficient executive? 

DB 2   Discuss the way leaders function strategically to guide their organizations through crises 
such as a pandemic 

 

DB 3   Discuss the role of a leader in creating Working Teams 

DB 4  Discuss the role of Unions in the US Workforce 

  

DB 5  Discuss the role of leadership in supply chain management 

DB 6  In healthcare, growing numbers of professionals are becoming employees of healthcare 
organizations.  How does a leader handle this growing reality and keep these professionals 
engaged. 

 

DB 7  Pick a successful leader of your choice and tell me why you’ve chosen this person. 

DB 8  Pick a leader who’s been a failure and tell me what made that person a failure. 

 

DB 9  How do contemporary leaders lead/function across silos? 

DB 10  How do leaders lead their organizations forward following the COVID pandemic? 

 

You can check BB for the DB post threads.  Remember Tuesday and Friday by 6 pm 
Massachusetts daylight savings time.  You need to create a thread of your own for credit.  
Responding to another’s post, no matter how scholarly your response is, does NOT count as 
YOUR thread. 
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